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HIGHLIGHTS FROM OUR READER SURVEY

84% rated Reflections as useful, very useful or totally useful!

Respondents love to hear from our Experts, the Question Corner, 
and our Book Reviews

More than half thought the frequency and length of Reflections was “just right”

About half would like to see Reflections produced more often

And about half thought it could be longer

No one thought it should be shorter or produced less frequently!

Tons of topics were suggested for future editions covering financial, 
health and psychological aspects of retirement

Over 64% share it with others.  One person shares it with 10 people!

Your feedback counts . . . . . . . . . . .
we have given Reflections a face-lift based on your feedback!  

We are shortening the Letter from the Editor, 
lengthening the articles from our Experts, 

expanding our Reviews to include websites, magazines, databases, 
and selecting topics for our featured article based on your requests.

Message from the Editor

Thank You!  Thank You ! Thank You!

We had a super response to our June Reader Survey! A great thanks goes to those who participated
in the survey. You gave us lots of excellent feedback. Almost everyone likes Reflections, but
respondents also provided us with great ideas for making it even better. Have a look at the highlights
and what we have done about it.



THE EXPERTS SPEAK…………..

Our expert for this edition is Malcolm Fletcher, CA, CMC., a financial advisor
with Welton Parent, Inc.

INVESTING IN VOLATILE TIMES

Many investors have noticed that stock market volatility has increased
tremendously in recent years, making the decision of when to invest, or
liquidate investments, challenging.  Factors behind the volatility include:

On-line trading: individuals who buy and sell frequently, usually on rumours rather than fundamental
analysis;

Trend-chasing: investors who had an insatiable appetite for whatever sector seemed promising,
whether technology, telecommunications, health care, or some other theme, all of which resulted in
a skewing of the stock market away from “old economy” companies and into the new sectors
perceived to be a “sure thing”;

Indexing: a huge increase in the amount of funds committed to stock index funds, which by definition
must buy more shares of stocks that have just risen in value, while simultaneously reducing their
positions in stocks whose price has declined (an approach that is counter-intuitive, since it’s based
on buying high and selling low).

The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks caused a significant loss in investor confidence, as indicated
by major declines in stock prices globally. Past world crises (onset of wars, currency, financial or political
crises) have also resulted in big stock market declines, followed, generally within months, by a full
recovery in prices as confidence returned.

There are few guarantees in life, or in investing. However, we do know that:

long-run equity returns have significantly surpassed those on bonds; 

the major gains and losses on stock exchanges are concentrated in only a few trading days each year,
and it’s impossible to identify those days in advance, so “market timing” is a strategy that doesn’t
work;

the surest way to provide more consistent investment returns is to adequately diversify across asset
classes (bonds, stocks, small and large companies, domestic and foreign); and,

only long-term capital (funds that won’t be required for at least 5 years, and ideally well beyond that)
should be invested in stocks.

What conclusions can be drawn about the currently depressed levels of stock markets?  

1. Economies and markets were weakening before the attacks, and the economic repercussions have
simply exacerbated the situation;

2. Investor sentiment is negative, so until calm and confidence is restored, markets will remain volatile,
unpredictable and fairly low;

(continued page 3)
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THE EXPERTS
SPEAK………… (continued)

3. Experienced fund managers with successful
long-term track records will navigate these
rough waters better than individuals who
invest in individual securities as a hobby will
be able to do;

4. Fundamental analyses indicate that most
developed world economies are competitive
and strong, and that the current
downturn/recession should be fairly short
lived;

5. There will be a market recovery, so stay
invested; if adding significant new capital to
the markets at this time, consider dollar-cost-
averaging over a few months to avoid trying
to bet whether markets have bottomed, and
whether they’ll rise next month or next year.

As long as your investments are adequately
diversified, and include short-term investments
to meet short-term needs, just a re-confirmation
of your long-term strategy with your advisor(s) is
probably all that’s needed.
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Resources Reviewed

www.fundlibrary.com

The Fund Library is a super site.  There is lots of
free information on mutual funds.  It is a great
sight for beginners; check out Mutual Funds
101.  And it is great for experienced investors.  If
you are really keen you can become a registered
user and access more sophisticated tools.

The New Retire-mentality.
2001.  Mitch Anthony.  

This is a great book on how to plan for
retirement.  Anthony’s holistic approach weaves
the financial and non-financial issues together
beautifully, providing readers with many insights
about how to plan for a successful retirement. 

The Editor’s Pick: A Midlife Checklist

This article is aimed at you if you are in mid-life, have been on one or perhaps two retirement seminars
already, and you want to know if you are on the right track.  You are ten years or less away from
retirement.  Your body is starting to show signs of aging.  You have been established in your career for
some time or re-entered the workforce.  Here is a short guide to help you assess how well you are
preparing for retirement.  The list is based on the three pillars of retirement planning:  Finances, Health
and Psychological Preparation.

Psychological Preparation

1. Identify when you want to retire.  You may want to assess two or three options.

2. Develop a career plan that will take you from now to that time.  This might include phasing down by
opting for transition leave, seeking promotion to achieve career goals (time is running out), or
moving to a less demanding position to free up personal energy.

3. Consider whether you want to work when you retire and if so, doing what.

4. If you are considering relocation when you retire, begin assessing your options now.

(continued  page 4)
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Psychological Preparation
(continued)

5. If you are going to move to semi or full
retirement, develop hobbies, interests, and
activities now so that the transition is
smooth.  

6. Seek assistance from a coach if you are
having difficulty developing your vision for
retirement.

7. If you have a partner, begin discussing your
respective retirement visions NOW.

Health

1. If you already have a good exercise
programme, keep up the good work!  If you
don’t, start one now.

2. If you have good nutrition habits, GREAT!  If
not, get on with it.  The longer you wait, the
riskier it is.

3. Visit your doctor on an annual basis.

4. Review the ages of your health partners and
phase in new, younger professionals, if your
current doctor, chiropractor, massage
therapist, have plans to retire when you do!

5. QUIT SMOKING!!!

$$$$$Finances$$$$$

1. Have your Compensation Advisor provide
you with pension scenarios that match the
options you want to consider.  You may also
want to meet with them to ensure you fully
understand the benefits under
superannuation.  You may also want to
ensure that your Personal File is up to date.

2. Before turning 50, make sure that you
understand the Transfer Value Option fully.  If
you want to leave the public service and take
the actuarial value of your pension with you,
you must choose to do so before your 50th
birthday.

3. Make sure you have a copy of your CPP
Record of Contributions by calling 1-800-
277-9914 or QPP at 1-800-463-5185.

4. Discuss your retirement plan with your
financial advisor, if you haven’t already, so
that you have a clear understanding of your
options and the disposable income
implications of these options.

5. If you don’t have a financial advisor, get one!
The Retirement Planning Institute's offer of a
free session with a financial advisor from
Welton Parent, Inc. is open-ended so you
have no excuse!

6. Make sure you have an up to date will and
Powers of Attorney.

WHEW!  There’s a lot to do to get ready for retirement.  Hope this list helps.
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